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ABSTRACT Language learners face difficulties while reading and comprehending Arabic text, this is
because of the interwoven nature of Arabic script. In this paper, we present (Arcode) an automatic
web-based system, which simplifies instruction on Arabic word decoding and comprehension through
utilizing color-coding on Arabic text. The system is designed to help Arabic language learners to analyze and
identify attached affixes (prefixes & suffixes), particle and silent letters of the selected text, and sentences
based on the sentence morphological structure. This is done by encoding and presenting color conversion
per word and character, using a certain color code. The proposed system is a combination of color-coding
technique, transliteration, and text-to-speech technologies that creates an educational tool for learning the
Arabic language. It also provides web services for developers who want to integrate the system into their
own applications.

INDEX TERMS Arabic as a second language, Arabic language, color-coding, language learner, natural
language processing, web application, world wide web.

I. INTRODUCTION
Arabic is one of the mostly spoken languages exhibiting
300 million speakers around the world. Noticeably, the num-
ber of Arabic learners worldwide has grown at a remarkable
pace. In North America alone the number has quadrupled and
the race to learn Arabic did not know any boundaries [1].
Despite the efforts from researchers in the field to simplify
teaching the language, there is a lack of an electronic mean
for teaching Arabic as a second language. Most of the work
available is either incomplete, not well designed, while other
applications have some drawbacks [2].

Arabic is a systematically structured language with its
special characters and specific phonemes which differ greatly
from other language families. Furthermore, it includes a large
vocabulary generated from a morphological system whereby
one can extract numerous words and inflections from a sin-
gle root. Understanding morphology is of great significance
since Arabic has rich lexica which can be acquired with
great ease when understanding the principles of word forma-
tion. In addition, it fuses word parts to complete meanings
in words in a process called agglutination (combining or
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‘‘glueing’’ words together) such as the merging of nouns with
the required possessive pronouns. This precise process which
complicates identification of word units is essential to master
the lingua and found proper reading and comprehension skills
since this is a means for extracting the linguistic and cultural
knowledge.

Instruction on word decoding techniques and clarifica-
tion of the different, possible affixes in words are essen-
tial since Arabic words can contain complex structures
with 3-4 distinct morphological segments. An additional
complexity added to this is the fact that the Arabic script
is cursive in nature and interwoven which adds an extra
challenge for new learners to identify different word units
and subsequently delaying proper acquisition of the language.
The problem that language learners might indeed face with
learning to read in Arabic is identifying word endings since
none or minor spaces exist between words, this compared to
Latin languages, which complicates identifying word blocks.

Furthermore, there are specific phonological rules required
in order to acquire proper fluent reading skills. The Arabic
language is purely phonetic with the only requirement for
those learning to read being to learn to read is to learn
the basic phonemes, the alphabets and appended characters,
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in addition to the different diacritic marks. Exceptions to the
rule appear in form of word-end combinations where letter
sounds are merged or dropped due to basic phonological
rules. Guidelines to such phonological rules are numbered
and require practice with clear instruction. Applying the color
coding technique to teach phonics is quite effective. Students
advance nicely when introduced to this technique and as
a student progresses, a mechanical approach to reading is
adopted.

The previous challenges and encounters to learning Arabic
can be resolved by utilizing the color-coded text technique
which simplifies understanding the morphological aspects
of lexicons. A color code is a system for displaying infor-
mation through the medium of colors. This idea originates
from the fact that the surrounding environment is in nature
visual and colorful, and subsequently instructional material
should be represented in color. This advantage was success-
fully applied to instructional material to advance a learner’s
learning experience.

The complexity in learning Arabic has initiated the idea of
developing a system for simplifying the recognition of Arabic
word parts by utilizing the color-coding technique. There is
a need for an application that helps to identify and analyze
different word units fused together (i.e. the definite article,
prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions). The project consists of
a web-based system with a mobile phone that applies color-
coding on Arabic text. It introduces the requirement for an
application that simplifies instruction on word decoding and
comprehension for Arabic learners. The system will mini-
mize the learners’ time andmake instruction easy. The system
consists of two stages:

1. The first stage, silent letters are lightly shaded to dis-
play that they are omitted in succession of reading. This
stage focuses mainly on the different cases of silent
letters dropped due to phonological reasons.

2. The second stage identifies the different affixes (pre-
fixes and suffixes) of individual words using certain
color codes.

This systemwas designed to help Arabic language learners
analyze and identify attached affixes (prefixes & suffixes),
particle and silent letters of the selected text and sentences
based on the sentence morphological structure. This is done
by encoding and presenting color conversion per word and
character, using a certain color code.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section
2 presents the background and literature review focusing on
the concept of color coding, utilizing it in foreign languages
and curriculum that applies it. Section 3 demonstrates the
system analysis and implementation. Section 4 presents the
evaluation of the proposed system. Finally, section 5 con-
cludes the paper with future directions.

II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
This section begins by shedding the light on the con-
cept of color-coding and its applications in foreign

language learning. Then, it will highlight curricula and soft-
ware that apply color-coding.

A. INTRODUCTION TO COLOR-CODING
A code is a system of rules to convert information from a
source into another construction in order to convey infor-
mation. Encoding can include processing words, sounds or
images to facilitate a message, and should include symbols
or representations to be later decoded by the recipients. One
example for a coding scheme is written languages, where spo-
ken language is converted into visual symbols. Other codes
utilize colors such as traffic lights, distance flag semaphore
communication, and in electronic and networking devices
mainly used to emphasize the given message or to simply
distinguish different items.

A color code is a system for displaying information
through the medium of colors. This idea originates from
the fact that the surrounding environment is in nature visual
and colorful, and subsequently instructional material should
be represented in color. Research in perception has pro-
vided influential findings which advocate color coding [3].
It reports that as soon as a stimulus is perceived, the retina
and cortex categorize the stimulus into color codes. This psy-
chological color coding of the stimulus has been found to be
a function of physical forms and processing time [4]. Further-
more, data in functional neuroimaging research provides evi-
dence for an ‘‘overlap in the neural bases of color perception
and stored information about object-associated color’’ [5].
Color is a visual element that is processed unconsciously in
the mind and expresses visual messages that people interpret
and derive meanings from without great effort. Colors are
used to depict structure, distinguish different elements or
fragments of the same piece, or create a visual identity which
is highly correlated with color through symbolism.

In modern time, color coding is used as a visual com-
munication tool which inducts better communication and
instant response since visual content is processed uncon-
sciously in the mind. For these reasons, color coding is used
as an effective low-tech educational aid to control behavior,
organizational skills, and comprehension of content reading.
According to Dr. Halberda from the Department of Psycho-
logical and Brain Sciences at John Hopkins University [6],
color plays a major role in catching the attention of people
and assists to keep things organized and simple. The Hopkins
researchers ascertain that humans have a limited capacity
for assimilating and processing information and accordingly
their natural ability to track objects (three objects at one time),
but if objects are grouped by color the brain is granted an
advantage and ability to color-sort the objects and accord-
ingly can keep track of several varieties at one time. Due
to this natural advantage, color-coding is used for children
with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and
language acquisition difficulties since it allows the students
attention to be drawn to the colors, and helps keeps the focus
on task at hand. This system is used with formal instruc-
tional material as well as extra curricula activities to provide
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the required organization. Color also supports learning and
aids in information acquisition and retrieval as mentioned in
a study which highlights the positive affect that coding in
color has on students’ achievements [7], [8]. The latter study
reports that if instructional stimuli received by the senses
must be coded before becoming knowledge, then the process
of coding is considered of great significance when developing
or improving instructional material, and unless information
is adequately coded before being transferred, learning will be
less than optimal.

B. UTILIZING COLOR-CODING IN FOREIGN
LANGUAGE LEARNING
Learning to read and extract information for comprehension
involves setting up associations between meaningless visual
inputs and their phonological representations, a main theme
in foreign language. Extensive research in the field of visual
education establishes the significance of visual aids in all
levels of education and training as support material to com-
plement formal classroom instruction, and to set meaning-
ful inputs to the reading process. Recent research advocates
color coding and confirms the idea that adding visual ele-
ments to plain text explains language structure which may
in return enhance the learning process. A simple coloration
in the text aids to simplify decoding and produce compre-
hension effective instructional material. This is why speech-
language pathologists use colored texts and boards to improve
comprehension for individuals with complex communication
needs. In addition, in a study on children with special needs,
color proved to be helpful in aiding participants’ recall of
printed words after reading lists of words presented simul-
taneously [9]. Most specifically in foreign language learning
material, additional visual aids and explanations are required
to emphasize the different linguistic aspects of the language
to be acquired. The application of color in graphic displays
and instructional material is considered by researchers to be
of great significance to improve student information acquisi-
tion [10]. The effect of color also depends on how it is used
in instructional and testing materials since as with graphic
presentations, extraneous and redundant elements or col-
oration may hinder the learning process rather than advance
it. A consistent finding is that as the number of color coded
items increases, the value of color for processing and sorting
information decreases.

Color was first introduced as a learning tool in N. Dale’s
book ‘‘Reading by rainbow and color story’’ which empha-
sized the positive role color played in reading text. Color
coding was first mentioned as an aid in reading literacy
programs in 1966 in the book ‘‘Words in Color’’ [11] where
the authors described a technique to use color coding to teach
phonics in the English language. In this system, individual
letters are color coded to represent the different sounds,
an essential to learn to read in English since English is
a non-phonemic language and requires excessive training.
A thesis study [12] confirmed the benefits of color coding
vowels in words and spelling. Results presented in the study

indicated that participants using color coding made signif-
icantly fewer errors when reading colored vowel combina-
tion and non-phonetic words as well as decoding words not
previously taught. A similar research established the use of
color coding in reading literacy programs and confirmed that
it increased student’s ability to learn the spelling of irregular
spelled and non-phonetic words. This was the outcome of a
dissertation published in 1984 to teach reading to students
with severe reading disorders [13].

Finally, in a study on the acquisition of grammar by English
as a Second Language (ESL) learners [14], it was found
that showing language learners the grammatical patterns of
language through color coding replacing the direct instruc-
tion method grants students awareness of rules and patterns
without the need for formal instruction. The study supports
‘‘physical manipulation of color-coded elements’’ as an effec-
tive approach for teaching written language expression. Color
coding symbols by grammatical categories or parts of speech
is a well-established practice and aids tremendously in lan-
guage learning. Color coded grammar is a new and effective
system to explain the structures of a language. This is since
words have individual meanings while with the combination
of other words more complex meanings are created, and
subsequently the order of the words significantly affects the
meaning. The Fitzgerald Key, one example for color coding
parts of speech, used widely today is a set of colors assigned
to specific grammatical forms to aid in language develop-
ment. The color-coding technique simplifies comprehension
of the linguistic code of the sentence and assists in quick
visual scanning, and language comprehension.

C. CURRICULA AND SOFTWARE THAT APPLY
COLOR-CODING
Numerous modern-day curricula apply color coding whether
to categorize information or within the language acquisition
and comprehension scheme. One curriculum applying the
color-coding scheme in English language teaching is Touch-
phonics which was published in 2009. In this research-based
curriculum, color-coding is utilized to teach the English
sound system and categorizes the phonetic units into 44 sound
units in a total of two hundred pieces of letter units which rep-
resent all the English graphemes. In addition, it color-codes
word affixes as part of a word study to English words. The
affixes are colored in two different colors to differentiate them
from the base word which is multicolored for the purpose
of teaching of the graphophonemic rules. In addition to the
previous curriculum, supplementary material and language
boards used to teach to build English phrases and sentences
are created using color coded writing whether in schools
or to support children with primary language and related
disorders on dynamic display Augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC) devices.

Other language applications available online which apply
a color coding scheme include a method for visualizing word
origins [15]. This was created on a simple html application
using Douglas Harper’s online dictionary of etymology [16]
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and associates words or word fragments (affixes) with a color
and title to distinguish the origin. The color codes represented
Old English in pink, Middle English in red, Anglo-French in
orange, Old French in light orange, Middle French in pale
orange, and Classical and Medieval Latin both in yellow.
Another online application is the Quranic Arabic corpus
which is an open source project launched by the University
of Leeds. This project is an annotated linguistic source which
provides morphological annotation and applies color coding
to distinguish the morphological segments (word root and
affixes) in the Arabic words of the Quran [17].

Locally, Arabic textbooks for younger learners apply color
codes in the teaching of the different phonetic elements,
alphabets or diacritic marks, as well as to simply highlight
certain letter combinations. Such techniques proved to be
considerably helpful with reading instruction since they high-
light the grapheme taught per lesson. Other examples found
in the Quranic text is the color-code used within the writing
of the scripture which is used to explain Tajweed technical
reading rules. These are rules to teach the proper pronuncia-
tion and tuning of the words while reading, and different color
codes are affected to distinguish the distinct reading rules.

III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND IMPLEMENTATION
A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
ArCode is the name of our Arabic text color-coding system
used as an educational aid in second language acquisition.
The system consists of a website with mobile application that
applies color-coding on Arabic text according to a particular
encoding scheme in order to advanceArabic learners’ reading
and comprehension skills.

Arabic words are constructed through two basic proce-
dures: 1) lexical morphology, which is constructing words
from their roots following certain patterns, and 2) attaching
affixes to individual word blocks to complete the required
meaning of a phrase (a process called agglutination). The
ArCode system focuses on the processes to encode the second
feature and resolves this specific aspect subsequently sim-
plifying the recognition of Arabic word parts. In addition,
it applies a separate encoding scheme to the several cases of
silent letters necessary to advance reading fluency and lis-
tening skills needed to properly acquire the language. Estab-
lishing a sufficient reading foundation whereby the reader
comprehends and decodes word units is essential to obtaining
proper fluency.

ArCode processes and analyzes text in two separate stages:
Stage 1: Coloring the silent letters, focuses on highlighting

the different cases of silent letters to refine students’ reading
skills. Silent letters are colored in light gray shade.
Stage 2: Color-coding affixes (prefixes & suffixes), sim-

plifies word decoding (the recognition of Arabic word parts).
The color-coded text is a technique whereby text and word
segments are colored following a certain code in order to
clarify the units of a word (roots and affixes) and subse-
quently simplifying complex word structures. This technique

in second language acquisition, which is partly effectuated in
the teaching of English effectively, explains the Arabic word
and sentence structure to new learners of the language. The
process in return familiarizes the student with both word and
sentence structure within a grammatical construction.

In this stage, output text follows a certain coding sys-
tem: the definite article is color-coded in green; prepositions
are color-coded in blue, whether prefixed or detached; cer-
tain conjunctions and other particles are colored in brown;
and pronouns are color-coded in red, whether attached
or detached. The elements merged into word units are
mainly prefixed; the exception being pronouns which can
be appended as pre- or suffixes, and also appear as circum-
fixes (within the word). The visual coloring of Arabic text is
effective in clarifying word segments and aids in the instant
encoding and linking of terms. This method also founds a
good understanding of Arabic word structure and simpli-
fies understanding of the morphological aspects of lexicons.
As for the choice of the colors, they were chosen to be
differentiable and recognized by the language learner from
the main text color. The colors are: Gray for Silent letters,
Red for Affixed and detached pronouns, Blue for Affixed or
detached prepositions, Brown for Conjunctions.

In addition to the previous feature, transliteration of the
Arabic characters into their Roman equivalents is also pro-
vided with a text-to-speech function for reading text input
by users. The application is also supported by software that
identifies the default diacritic marks lacking in the selected
text.

B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows ArCode system general architecture design
which consists of three main components: End users (web
and mobile applications users where the mobile application
needs to consume the RESTful web services that the system
provides to any interested developer), Servers (MADAMIRA
as an NLP tool and ACAPELA as a TTS tool server) and a
Wireless Network Communication Channel. Also, as illus-
trated in figure 1, the system provides the following four
main services to be applied when the user enters a text:
coloring text in silent stage, coloring text in affixes stage,
text transliteration and a text-to speech service. Each of the
above four services were modeled as an easy-to-use RESTful
web service and provided, as previously mentioned, for all
interested developers. The system also provides a ‘‘propose
amendments’’ feature so that any user can propose an amend-
ment to any wrong or undesirable result from the first three
services.

In order to develop the system, we have used a suite of
important software and external tools that satisfy our project
needs, which are:

- NetBeans: We used NetBeans IDE (version 8.1) to
develop and integrate ArCode’s functionality and finally pro-
duce it as a Javaweb based application alongwith its RESTful
web services.
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FIGURE 1. ArCode general system architecture.

-MADAMIRA [18]: Is an Arabic morphological analysis
system for analyzing and identifying POS (Part-Of-Speech)
tagging for each entered word. The analyzed text will be
received from the tool server as anXML output file consisting
of all of the necessary required text morphological features.
The web server that operates our system has a MADAMIRA
(version 2.1 - released on 2015-04-21) server process running
on it where ArCode can access it through an HTTP POST
request as an HTTP client.

- ACAPELA [19]: A Text-to-Speech solution that provide
over 100 synthetic voices in 34 languages. It is one of the lead-
ing voice systems, which offers high quality voices beside
many other helpful options.

Next, we describe in details the implementation of each
ArCode system service (as shown in Figure 1).

1) COLORING TEXT IN SILENT STAGE
The first color-coding stage that our system provides as a
service is the silent stage that will focus on coloring silent
letters (letters that are written but not pronounced). These
letters will be lightly shaded (i.e. colored with gray) to show
that they are omitted in succession of reading. An example
would be as follows:

The developed coloring-silent stage function performs the
following steps:

a) Tag the text in MADAMIRA XML input file and send
it to MADAMIRA server.

b) Receive analyzed text in MADAMIRA XML output
file from the server.

c) Check each word element/node in the XML file
whether it is matching one of the silent letters rules with
the help of its analyzed morphological feature (POS,
Stem, tokenized forms, etc.).

d) Wrap the word identified silent letters in an HTML
span tag with a gray text color.

e) Wrap the rest of the word in a span tag with a black text
color.

f) Group all the generated span tags together then display
them to the user.

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the stage.

2) COLORING TEXT IN AFFIXES STAGE
Coloring affixes stage is the second color-coding stage ser-
vice that our system provides. It is done by identifying the
affixes (prefixes & suffixes), particles and the definite arti-
cle of individual words and characters using certain color
codes based on the text’s sentences morphological structure.
An example would be as follows:

The text above color-codes the different affixed pronouns
withinword structures in red. A similar color code representa-
tion applies the color blue as a code for prepositions whether
affixedwithinwords or detached. The definite article is green.
And the different conjunctions, vocative, and other particles
are brown. The text that would be applied to this function
could be a regular input text or an extracted text from a .txt
formatted file that uploaded by a user.

The developed coloring-affixes stage function performs the
following steps:

a) Tag the entered text (or the text extracted from an
uploaded file) in MADAMIRA XML input file and
send it to MADAMIRA server.

b) Receive analyzed text in MADAMIRA XML output
file from the server.

c) Check each word element/node in the XML file
whether it has attachment affixes, particle or a definite
article with the help of its analyzed morphological
feature (POS, Stem, tokenized forms, etc.).

d) Whenever the NLP tool could not analyze one of the
text’s words, our system will apply its own analysis
rules in order to identify the attachment affixes, particle
or definite article.

e) In case of a regular input text:
• Wrap the word identified affixes, particle or defi-
nite article in an HTML span tag with a red, blue,
green or a brown text color depending on its type.

• Wrap the rest of the word (if any) in a span tag with
a black text color.
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FIGURE 2. The silent stage process flowchart.
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FIGURE 3. The affixes stage process flowchart.

• Group all the generated span tags together then
display them to the user.

f) In case of an uploaded file extracted text:

• Create vector that contains each identified affix,
particle or definite article along with its own cor-
responding color code.

• Generate the colored text PDF file then provide its
download link to the user.

Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the stage.

3) TEXT TRANSLITERATION
The third service that our system provides is text translit-
eration, which may also be called Romanization. It is the
direct representation of Arabic characters into their Roman
equivalents. This service based on the ASCII Transliteration
System [20], the transliteration key table is not fully fol-
lowing the one provided by that system. Instead, ArCode
has its own transliteration key as shown in table1, which
is more suitable for new Arabic learners and helped the
system to overcome some unsolved problems in other exist-
ing transliteration standard systems. Thus, we choose ASCII

Transliteration System over Buckwalter transliteration sys-
tem because ASCII Transliteration System is strict one-to-
one transliteration which is clearer for any newArabic learner
while Buckwalter is not easy to read and it is more specific for
language experts [23]. The transliteration process takes into
consideration any case of silent letters in order to be dropped
later from the resulted transliterated word. For best results,
diacritical marks will be applied to each diacritic marks lack-
ing word with the help of MADAMIRA. An example would
be as follows:

The developed text transliteration function performs the
following steps:

1) [a)] Tag the text in MADAMIRA XML input file and
send it to MADAMIRA server.

2) [b)] Receive analyzed text in MADAMIRA XML
output file from the server.

3) [c)] Replace any diacritic marks lacking word with the
word diacritic form provided by MADAMIRA.
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TABLE 1. ArCode text transliteration key.

4) [d)] Check each word element/node in the XML file
whether it is matching one of the silent letters rules with
the help of its analyzed morphological feature (POS,
Stem, tokenized forms. . . etc.).

5) [e)] Remove the word identified silent letters.
6) [f)] Identify the word Mad letters ( ) through

checking their previous diacritic marks then replace
them with their Roman equivalents letters.

7) [g)] Identify the word definite article and specify its
type (whether it has a moon or a sun Laam ‘‘ ’’) then
replace it with its Roman equivalent.

h) Replace the word rest letters with their Roman equiva-
lents letters.

i) Display the resulted transliterated text to the user along
with the original entered text after replacing its diacritic
marks lacking words with their diacritic forms.

Figure 4 shows the flowchart.

4) TEXT-TO-SPEECH
Text-to-speech ‘‘TTS’’ enables computers to read elec-
tronic text aloud using phonemic voice synthesis. In our
system, Text-to-Speech service will be provided to the user,
so that (s)he will have the choice to listen to the entered text
in Arabic using ACAPELA cloud APIs (Voice as a Service
‘‘VaaS’’) that provides an easy to integrate service without
the need of any kind of SDKs installation.

The provided TTS service function follows the below
steps:

a) Send the entered text to VaaS server (ACAPELA Voice
as a Service server) along with our own VaaS login
credentials specifying the required Arabic language
voice identifier.

b) Receive the audio URL (as an .mp3, .ogg or .wav audio
file format URL) from the server.

FIGURE 4. The text transliteration’s process flowchart.

c) Generate an HTML audio tag for the received URL.
d) Play the generated audio file to the user.

5) ARCODE WEB SERVICES
Representational State Transfer (REST) web services are ser-
vices built using the RESTful architectural style. Its resources
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FIGURE 5. ArCode web application interface.

are identified by universal resource identifiers (URIs) that
are manipulated through HTTP header operations. Then,
the information is exchanged by using representations of
these resources in the URI [21].

As mentioned before, each of the four main services that
ArCode provides have beenmodeled as a web resource with a
unique URI. Our web service is clear, easy to use and helpful
to be used in integration with any other platforms.

6) SYSTEM USER INTERFACE DESIGN
Our system user interface design (for both: the web and
the mobile based applications) gives a clear visualization of
how ArCode will interact with its end users. The interfaces
were designed to be user friendly, simple and consistent.
Figure 5 shows the web based application interface followed
by its components’ table description (Table 2) while Figure 6
shows the mobile based application interfaces followed as
well by their own table description (Table 3).

IV. EVALUATION
In this section we discuss the results obtained after evaluating
our system, the evaluation took two approaches: user accep-
tance testing and performance testing.

A. USER ACCEPTANCE TESTING
We have tested our system on a sample of ten Non-Arabic
speaking students and five teachers some of them at
Princess Nora University (The Arabic language institute
for Non-Arabic speakers). In this testing we measured the
usability of our system using System Usability Scale (SUS)
questionnaire. At the beginning of the testing process we
have distributed blank papers on 10 students and 5 teachers.
We described the project’s idea and asked them to fill it with
all affixes and the definite articles for the given Arabic text.

TABLE 2. ArCode web application interface description.

After that we allowed them to try ArCode for the same Arabic
text and we observed them to measure the effectiveness and
efficiency of our application. Then we allowed them to try
ArCode other functions, TTS and Transliteration. At the end
we let them fill the SUS questionnaire to rate the usability of
our application.
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FIGURE 6. ArCode mobile application interface.

TABLE 3. ArCode mobile application interface description.

1) STUDENTS’ RESULT
We used SUS questionnaire [22] to get the following charac-
teristics of the target audience. Table 4 shows the result for
each student along with, minimum, maximum, and average
usability scale. Based on reference [22] scale above 68 are
considered above average, and we got 72 which is considered
a good score.

2) TEACHERS’ RESULT
With the same testing method and questionnaire, we applied
the testing on 5 teachers, then calculated the result as shown

TABLE 4. Students’ SUS results.

TABLE 5. Teachers’ SUS results.

in Table 5. Based on reference [22] scale above 68 are con-
sidered above average, and we got 81.5 which is considered
a very good score.

3) DISCUSSION
We observed the difference between times taken to extract
the affixes and silent letters manually vs. using ArCode. With
manual method it took approximately 20 minutes for each
student to do the task that (for a text containing 63 Arabic
words), while with ArCode it took only few seconds. The
students and teachers’ feedback was very positive and they
were impressed by the project and excited to start using it in
the future. However, the teachers were afraid that the Translit-
eration feature will not be effective and it may negatively
affect learners. Yet, this comment helped us in making the
Transliteration optional.

B. PERFORMANCE TESTING
The testing data for both silent and affixes is performed on
20 samples selected randomly from different subgenres taken
from the classical text of King Saud University corpus of
classical Arabic (http://ksucorpus.ksu.edu.sa/). We took into
account that the number of words in each text was around
220 words, understandable and complete text. Table 6 pro-
vides a description of each sample, including the genre and
the subgenre it belongs to.

1) RESULTS FROM AFFIXES STAGE
The result of coloring affixes stage with the number of
word that were colored correctly in each sample is shown
in Table 7. The table heading are as follows:

• x: means the word should be colored with one or more
colored rules (brown, red, blue and gray) and after pro-
cessing in ArCode this word was colored correctly.

• y:means the word should not be coloredwith the colored
rules (brown, red, blue and gray) and after processing in
ArCode this word was not colored.

• z: means the word should be colored with one or more
colored rules (brown, red, blue and gray) and after pro-
cessing in ArCode this word was incorrectly colored.
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TABLE 6. Description of test samples.

• w: means the word should not be colored with the col-
ored rules (brown, red, blue and gray) and after process-
ing in ArCode this word was incorrectly colored.

From Table 8 and 9, we can see that the worst performance
of ArCode was with Lexicons subgenre. The coloring errors
appeared in coloring pronouns then in coloring conjunctions
and the least in propositions. There are 40 words colored
incorrectly, 21 of them are pronouns the other 19 words are
between conjunctions and prepositions. We should mention
that Arabic depends on the context of the sentence, because
of that most of the words colored correctly in one sentence
could be wrong in another sentence. e.g. ArCode does not

distinguish between ‘‘’’ as preposition ‘‘’’ , pronoun ‘‘’’
and ‘‘’’ which means mouth. Figure 7 shows an example
of coloring affix problem with pronouns (colored in yellow)
and error in semantics of the sentence.

2) RESULTS FROM SILENT STAGE
The result of coloring silent stage with the number of
words that were colored correctly in each sample is
shown in Table 10. The table headings are as discussed
before.

From Table 11 and 12 we can see that the worst perfor-
mance of ArCode was with Geography and travel subgenre.

TABLE 7. Number of words that were colored correctly in affixes stage.

TABLE 8. Confusion matrix for affixes stage.

TABLE 9. Precision and recall for the affixes stage.

FIGURE 7. Example of coloring errors in affix stage (Gray: Silent letters,
Red: Affixed and detached pronouns, Blue: Affixed or detached
prepositions, and Brown: Conjunctions).

The coloring errors appeared in coloring Alef-Alwasel
in definite article then in coloring Alef-Altanween
and the least in other cases. There are 23 words

colored incorrectly, 10 of them are Alef-Alwasel in
definite article the other 13 words are between Alef-Alwasel

and Alef Nunation.
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TABLE 10. Number of word that we colored correctly in silent stage.

TABLE 11. Confusion matrix for silent stage.

TABLE 12. Precision and recall for the silent stage.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
ArCode is a web-based system and web service that helps
Arabic learners identify and analyze word units of Arabic
text to make it easier for the learners to recognize word parts
and read them correctly by applying color-coding technique.
The system is freely available online. It can replace the
manual method used in the Arabic language institutes and
schools for analyzing and extracting the part of Arabic text
with a faster and easier automatic method. It also introduces
a new learning technique using color coding. Therefore,
the main contributions of this project can be summarized as
follows:

1. Developing web-based system for color-coding Arabic
text (http://anlp.ksu.edu.sa/arCode/). This system will
be used in Arabic language learning centers. It will
also benefit international students who are interested
in learning Arabic language as well as Arabic language
teachers.

2. Developing iOS and Android version of the system to
ease the accessibility via mobile phones, and

We hope that the results obtained after conducting this project
will contribute to the advancements of CALL (Computer

Assisted Language Learning) research area. Furthermore, we
expect that this research project will serve as a base
for future studies and suggest further direction of this
research.
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